
“Ping pong”, 
AS 34 (22.5 x 37 x 10 cm), 
wood, acrylic, etc, 1990 s. 

Referee and loud speaker

Marriage of stillness (2 the referee a bit to the right) to motion (players and 
infinity). The movement of the green yellow ball (3 to the right) connects 
with the top of the curve of (2 to the right ) which connects with the blue form 
(1 to the right) and vice versa. The forms (1) at the horizon are connected 
with the curve of the table. The players must adapt with the movement of 
the ball and the table. Deduction: Expansion of the thought process.   

"Table en mouvement" - Moving table - alkyd 162 (46 x 61 cm)
The players of the team - left side - wear   and 
those of the right side       . Being separated by a 
net this can be done in order to simplify the envi-
ronment. The referee wears     . These three 
colors are closely related and complement the 
entourage which does not use any of them.
Larger image further to the right.
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"Ping pong", studies for moving table, dry pastel.

B, "Volleyball", dry pastel 
(27.5 x 38 cm)
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B, "Basketball" study (not at scale), acrylic 172 (35 x 40 cm)A, "Libération", alkyd 160 (30 x 92 cm)

A, study for "Libération", alkyd 161 (30 x 81 cm)

A, study for "Libération", pastel 362 c (12 x 33 cm)
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2 from CONNECTING IMAGE 24 C 
Minimal explanations:
Most of these images are accompanied by a 
grey rectangle in order to better control the 
light within the image. They reflect connect-
ing sensory information that aims at liberat-
ing the thought process so that it can pursue 
solutions to problems.

For more information, please view the con-
necting image and 25 C with its excerpts and 
SOLO AT 21, 22.

Not knowing in which entourage these 
excerpts will eventually be, they are accom-
panied by a grey rectangle in order to better 
control the light within the image. Several of 
them reflect the absence of time.

For a screen of 1200 pixels in width. 


